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The essential football text sim for any football fan that actually likes the game of football.

The UI may be dated but it will provide very good results that will allow you to immerse yourself in a football universe. Try to
guide your team to the "big game"; sign free agents; draft the next big star (or the next Ryan Leaf level bust). The sky is the
limit for how far you want to lose yourself in the universe the game provides.

There is a robust multi-player option as well but I play solo careers so I will let those who use the multi-player options comment
on that.

This is text sim at its best.. This game is complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t and a waste of time and money, 2$ for a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥
broke game, not a single button works, nor there is any one there, it made my pc crash, just delete it right away and don't ever
buy it.. This game is horrible, I got it for a couple buck on sale, but you couldnt pay me to endure this POS, well you could pay
me but it would need to be a sizeable amount :P

The physics are absolutly abismal, i cut a corner about on flat ground and it flips my car, the controls are awefull. the player
scale makes you feel like your shaquille o'neal in the car.

The graphics like like ps2 era graphics, 15 year old need for speed games have better graphics.

This game has no redeaming qualities, plus you can even center your veiw, I had to reset up my play area to even look out the
dam windshield. i couldnt go 5 minutes without discovering a game breaking glitch. i love this game. sadly, there is no guide on
how to use it, and ocntrols are a bit odd. As a matter of fact, my keyboard wont even work with this game. It's almost as if it's a
video.... This game is rad.
Mecha combat in pseudo 3d space.
Super bright Neons, bullet hell, upgrades, all sorts of battles.
The ships you fight are all a bit samey, but it is super fun anyway.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/VrRViEe-w7E. Didn't expect to enjoy an augmentation-free playthrough as much as I did, but the sheer
number of alternate paths and beautifully designed locations to discover made it worth it - that prison has more great ambiance
and characters!. This game is a piece of junk. You get nothing but a black screen. Avoid.

0\/10

Turns out the black screen gets you to the start. Terrible start. Next thing is controls don't work. Can't to on the torch and then
managed to jump into a wall and get stuck.

Game actually deserves a minus rating.
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Every game has it's flaws; well, most of them do anyway. This game definitely isn't an exception. The big one is this: some of
these puzzles are just not at all intuitive; and if you absolutely refuse to use any guide then you might end up walking away from
the game in frustration. I'd definitely wish the game was a little better about the puzzles' being intuitive.

In episode 1, it's that clues are really vague and don't really tell you what you need to know... In episode two, some of the puzzle
solutions are even less intuitive, but the developer thought it could solve that by adding a narrator. You can ask the narrator to
comment on quests or items, but in some cases he'll have nothing to say and in others it kind of remains vague. What's worse
though; "asking the narrator" takes you out of the flow of the game, it's not fun and it's the wrong solution for the problem of
the first episode.

So, that's the big problem with this game... But despite that I still recommend it. Why? Well, the game has a ton of "charm". I
really like the visual style, the voice actors\/actresses are good, the game has a really good sense of humor, the characters are fun
and all different, it has funny references and the short videos are well placed, humorous and don't take too long.

Heck, you know what? In a lot of aspects, this game reminds me of Day of the Tentacle. If you're not familiar with that game,
it's one of the best classic games in this genre. The fact that this game (AR-K) reminds me of DOTT I think is indicative of the
great atmosphere this game creates with it's scenes and characters.

I might not recommend this game if it were an expensive game; but let's be honest. The game is cheap enough that, even if you
don't like it, it doesn't hurt the wallet too much. Personally though? I really enjoyed \/ enjoy this game (am currently playing
through episode 3).. This game, while short and somewhat lacking in "replayability", certainly was enjoyable for a couple hours'
worth of playtime. There are levels that feel difficult, and some of it is skill as much as luck (like when the last target walks in
with only a handful of seconds left on the timer). Of course, who doesn't like running around, wafting some terrible, burrito-
powered gas towards, at least at first, unsuspecting victims.. It can be fun if you're into second hand cringe.

What I really didn't expect is for protagonist to be gay. I like to have my games with some semblance of realism that fits into the
narrative. An obviously feminine male, with feminine hair style, voice and body language approaching women for sex triggers
uncanny valley response for me.

Not that there is anything wrong with being gay (please don't ban me), but combined with the game setting, it just makes no
sense.
. This is a very narrow recommendation. This also contains spoilers. A few direct ones, others less so. If I could give it stars, it
would be a 2.51/5. This is a story with a lot to say and for the most part it says it very well. It is concise, without overstaying on
any one point or topic. It actually focuses so much on being direct and straightforward that sometimes you might wish it actually
spent more time on certain topics. However, despite interesting and diverse characters, relevant, important and simply good
topics and overall great quality in story telling, it is severely let down by a lack of main character agency, garish and caricature-
styled art, and its price.

The good is that, as I said, it tells its story very well and very concisely. There is no lack of understanding of where your
character is, what you're doing and why you're doing it. It doesn't muddle its content and its characters are presented in a unique
way to complement their uniqueness. Each one is diverse and for the most part present, none of them losing their grounding.
Even the most over the top character (Bryce) manages to come off as a real person going through some very real issues. The
decision system is made very well and has a good impact on the story. Coming from a history buff and someone who enjoys
watching and reading about various historical battles and moments, the battles felt simple but good. There were no crazy
decisions leading to a crazy victory but actual logical choices that made sense in the context of their situations. There are a few
stretches here and there but the world does just enough of a good job to make them believable. The main character is a very
interesting character to me. It is a character I have had no experience with playing or reading about and brought some very
interesting points and moments and their inner monologue does a very good job of showing their struggle and insecurity without
going overlong or getting repetitive. I never felt like I just wanted to click through to skip the conversation. The relationships
with the other characters also develop in a good way, obviously putting more emphasis on the ones you choose to interact with
or even romance and, at least for the romance I picked, I felt like their connection was real if a little rushed. Then again, making
it through a harrowing campaign to come out the other side of the meatgrinder might have that effect.

There are bugs however, or I hope they are bugs because at least they would be excusable. There are moments and certain lines
that appear that don't have any connection to the actions you have taken and the current event, almost acting as if you made a
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different decision. There are also more than a few misspellings or just very cumbersome word choices that stand out.

The story is short. Far too short. Especially given the price point. It took me 6.6 hours to do my first play-through with only a
minor amount of replaying because I died the first time. It spends next to no time with its set up, instead preferring to reveal
most of the background over the duration of the game. That is fine in this case because it's done fairly organically. You get the
important information and some side information for good flavor as it is relevant. The problem comes with most, if not all of
the setting of the game, being very poorly and inadequately explained. You are a citizen of an allied kingdom, currently fighting
for a different king because of an old tradition of allowing your people to learn and train with your allies for everyone's benefit,
but the current king is using your people for unjust and fake wars. The current king has also usurped his crown from the
previous king who may have been a tyrant but the current king may also be a tyrant and his son may also be a psycopath. The
problem with the setting alone is that it is simply just speculation, and this is the directly relevant setting. Things are very poorly
explained, especially to or by a character that is supposed to be well aware of these things. To a degree you are supposed to
make your own inferences but it's all so muddled that it feels more like trying to guess the color on a piece of paper in an almost
pitch black room.

While we're on the story, there are many many other issues. There is magic in this game and the game never bothers to explain
who its main users are, what kind of training they go through or what its impact on the world is. There is a semi-modern level of
technology too (at least by historical standards. I would say a mixture of 1400s and 1900s technology) where you have fairly
modern looking troops and fairly lightly armored troops fighting in a medieval style. Gunpowder exists and exploding or
shrapnel mines exist but no cannons or guns. There are constructions that hint to a bigger, more advanced world but the game
doesn't even bother to gloss over that and promptly blows it up. It doesn't feel grounded in any way. Where the characters are
present and real the setting is a mixture of a 6 year old-fantasies and equally well explained. There are many many many such
cases. What are the clerics? Why are they clerics? What are the gods, how many are there, why is the important god important?
Why do we meet her if we die? Why is she seemingly important but then we get to meet her? And so on.

There are also multiple story ideas and threads that the game very boldly pulls up and then immediately drops completely
unresolved. No explanation about a major magical ability of the archamges that can literally drain soul essence, or how the
clearly possesed crown even came to be or what is happening to it, or how you, the person who spent the entire time proving to
yourself that you can lead, actually tried to rule. The game makes you a queen and voila. Happily ever after (in my run) and end
of story. The game also brings up current topics like gender identity but brushes it off as "it's all I ever knew so I'm
comfortable". That is literally the opposite of gender identity understanding. I love that it made me think about these things but I
hate how it went on about it.

And finally, the game is $20 too expensive. The art style is bad. Very bad. The non-CG character screens are better quality than
the CGs and they are caricatures to the point of being off-putting. If this ever goes on at least 80% sale, it would be worth it.
The story is ridiculously short though I understand that there are choices. The problem is, one playthrough was enough to have
enough. Ultimately this game is severely let down by a lack of grounding. The characters are good, the story brings very
interesting moments and points to the table and it leaves them there to go instead and make fridge drawings.. Visual Novel with
auto-save function only is an heresy!
Give me true save slots,thanks ^^
And Skip All too...like every good VN do.
On the bright side artwork is pretty.. As of right now I can't jump while on bridges. So I can't progress through the game. 0/10
unless somehow someone fixes the issue

EDIT: FIXED NOW!. Great game ! Many bugs, mostly online. Cant wait for final version !. please put the online servers cause i
got 2 friends that wanna play online pls :( please add a mode where you add up to 32 bots thanks :D
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